GET PERSONAL WITH A .me EMAIL ADDRESS
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With more emails than traditional letters now being sent each day, a personal email address has become
the latest ‘must have’. And one of the best-kept email secrets up to now has been the availability
of the new .me.uk domain suffix, for use with different individual family names.
To change this, an enterprising Staffordshire company has started a service to provide inexpensive
personalised email addresses, such as david@thebeckhams.me.uk, to family members, as well as for
individuals.
“No longer just for the rich and famous, it’s now possible for ordinary folk to have their own
personalised email address ending with .me.uk,” said Paul Hooper-Keeley, who together with fellow
entrepreneurs Karen Hooper-Keeley, Sophie Farmer and Guy Guinan, has set up The Family Names Domain Ltd
(www.thefamilynamesdomain.com).
“For just £9.99 a year we can supply one unique personal email address, or for only £35.00 a year up
to six independent, personalised email addresses can be provided for each member of the family”.
“A .me.uk address has the benefit of identifying you straight away as an individual, not a company or
organisation. Because your unique email address reflects your own name, it’s easy to remember, even for
small children.
All family names are potentially available with the new service and the personal address stays with you
even if you change your Internet Service Provider.
“Having your own email address is like having a personalised car number plate, but it’s something
that everyone can afford. And it’s quick and easy to set-up; just tell us the personalised email
address you would like and we’ll do the rest” he added.
With a growing number of people signing up for .me.uk addresses every day, he suggests you obtain yours
now before someone else grabs it.
To find out more and to secure your own personal email address visit The Family Names Domain web site:
www.thefamilynamesdomain.com email: info@thefamilynamesdomain.com or phone: 01889 560600.
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